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Basis and principles of the standardization of geographical names in Finland

Summary**

In Finland, the names of natural features and the oldest settlements are inherited names that came into being and were established in the language of the local community. They are a part of our common cultural heritage. The starting point for national standardization is that such names are also used in all official contexts. No authority in Finland has the power to name natural features or change their names.

In Finland, national standardization primarily concerns the inherited place names maintained in the Geographic Names Register of the National Land Survey. Planned place names under the responsibility of different authorities, such as road and street names, names of administrative areas, names of new residential areas and names of transport sites, are not covered by systematic standardization. It is recommended, however, that standardized inherited place names also be utilized, where possible, in planned names, combining them with already familiar names and places.

The report describes the standardization status of different types of place names in Finland. It also considers the benefits that legislation on place names would bring to standardization.
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